Abstract. As a result of the growing interest in biometrics a new field of research has emerged entitled Biometric Cryptosystems. Only a small amount of work, which additionally tends to be custom-built according to the specific application context, has been published in this area. This work provides a systematic treatment of how to construct biometric cryptosystems based on iris biometrics. A cryptographic primitive called Fuzzy Commitment Scheme is adopted to different types of iris recognition algorithms to hide and retrieve a cryptographic key in and out of a biometric template. Experimental results confirm the soundness of the approach.
Introduction
Taking into account today's ever-increasing demand on high security standards, in order to secure any kind of crucial information, the science of cryptography has become even more important. While in generic cryptographic systems authentication is possession based [1] key management is performed introducing alternative authentication mechanisms such as password or PIN.
By introducing biometrics to replace password-based authentication the security of cryptographic systems is improved. Several approaches have been made to combine biometric authentication with key management systems to build up so-called "biometric cryptosystems", which are classified by the way biometric authentication is merged with the respective cryptosystem. The trivial way of introducing biometric authentication into a generic key management system, replacing password/PIN-based authentication through biometric authentication, is called "key release scheme". Key release schemes are easy to implement, still these are not frequently used. Within such schemes biometric templates as well as cryptographic keys, which are not secure, are stored in a database separately. This is a very critical issue because biometric templates and cryptographic keys can be stolen or compromised. Thus, a biometric cryptosystem based on a key release scheme is not appropriate for high security applications. The second class of biometric cryptosystems includes "key generation schemes" and "key binding schemes". Key generation schemes directly derive cryptographic keys from biometric data. However, within key generation schemes a cryptographic key cannot 948 C. Rathgeb and A. Uhl be changed if it is compromised once. The most promising types of biometric cryptosystems are key binding schemes. By seamlessly binding a cryptographic key with biometric information via a key binding algorithm, secure templates are provided which do not reveal any information about the biometric data, nor about the cryptographic key. With an appropriate key retrieval algorithm keys are released again. Juels and Wattenberg [2] proposed a theoretical basis for biometric key binding schemes that they refer to as "fuzzy commitment scheme" (FCS). Since the iris is one of the most accurate biometric characteristic [3, 4] it is desirable to apply the fuzzy commitment approach to iris biometrics. However, until now only little literature has been published concerning iris-based biometric cryptosystems. This work will provide a systematic approach of how to build up iris-based FCSs. Furthermore, two different iris recognition algorithms [5, 6] will be used to demonstrate the construction of different types of iris-based FCSs.
This paper is organized as follows: first a short summary of previous work concerning iris-based biometric cryptosystems will be given, where the fundamentals of a FCS are examined in detail (Sect. 2). Subsequently a generic approach of how to construct iris-based FCS is presented (Sect. 3) which is then demonstrated by applying it to two different types of iris recognition algorithms (Sect. 4). Finally experimental results are presented and discussed (Sect. 5, 6).
Iris-Biometric Cryptosystems
In the past several years some key-papers have been published concerning biometric cryptosystems [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] . Several biometric characteristics, including fingerprints, voice, etc., have been examined for the extraction of cryptographic keys. Still, only a few of these approaches focus on iris biometrics [8, 9, 10] .
Davida et al. [8, 9] were the first to create a key generation scheme that they refer to as "private template scheme". Within their approach a hashed value of preprocessed iris codes and user specific attributes serves as a cryptographic key. The result of these preprocessed iris codes is concatenated with check digits which are part of an linear ECC. This ECC is capable of correcting a fixed number of errors defined at system setup. At the time of authentication the error correction information, which is stored as part of the template, is used to correct faulty bits in the acquired biometric data. Finally the same hash function as in the registration step is applied to generate a hash which can be used as cryptographic key. Unfortunately performance measurements and test results are renounced.
According to the idea of the private template scheme Wu et al. [16] proposed a system in which 256-dimensional feature vectors are extracted out of preprocessed iris images using a set of 2-D Gabor filters. A hash function is applied to this vector to generate a cryptographic key. Additionally, an ECC is generated. During authentication another feature vector is extracted from a biometric input. This feature vector is error correction decoded and the same hash function like in the encryption phase is used to generate a cryptographic key. The extracted cryptographic key is suggested to be used in a symmetrical cryptosystem. For a total number of over 100 persons a FRR of approximately 5.55% and a zero FAR are reported.
In order to construct biometric cryptosystems based on the key binding approach Juels and Wattenberg [2] combined well-known techniques from the areas of ECCs and cryptography to achieve a type of cryptographic primitive called FCS. Fuzzy commitment is the analogon to "fuzzy logic" in artificial intelligence. In their definition a FCS consists of a function F , which is used to commit a codeword c ∈ C and a witness x ∈ {0, 1} n . The set C is a set of error correcting codewords c of length n and x represents a bitstream of length n termed witness (in a biometric cryptosystem x represents the biometric data). To enhance security only the difference vector of the codeword and the biometric measurement, δ ∈ {0, 1} n where x = c+δ, and a hash value h(c) are stored as the commitment. The commitment, which is nothing else then these two values is termed F (c, x). To deal with the fuzziness of x it is proposed that every x , which is sufficiently "close" to x should be able to reconstruct c. If the system is presented with a witness x that is near x, the difference vector δ is used to translate x in direction of x. If the correct codeword c is reconstructed with the use of error correction the hash of c , h(c ) will match the stored hash value resulting in a successfull authentication. The enrollment and authentication process within a FCS operates as follows: during enrollment a user U presents a witness x to the authentication system S. The system selects a codeword c ∈ C (in a biometric cryptosystem c represents a cryptogaphic key prepared with error correction information), calculates the fuzzy commitment F (c, x) (the difference vector δ and the hash value of the codeword c, h(c)) and stores it in a database. At the time of authentication a user purporting to be U presents a witness x to S. The system looks up the commitment of user U and checks whether x yields a successful decommitment, which would lead to a successful authentication. In Fig. 1 the basic working flow of a FCS, with respect to the use in a biometric cryptosystem, is illustrated.
Hoa et al. [10] applied the FCS to iris biometrics. In their approach a 140-bit cryptographic key is encoded with a concatenation of ECCs and subsequently XORed with a 2048-bit iris code to generate a secure template. During authentication another iris code is extracted from the person and XORed with the template. Finally error correction decoding is performed on the resulting bitstream to regenerate the cryptographic key. By applying a concatenation of ECC a remarkable FRR of 0.47% and a zero FAR were reported for a total number of 70 different persons. Still their approach does not clarify the construction of a generic FCS with respect to required precondition as well as the choice of ECCs.
Up to the present there are no other achievements concerning iris-based biometric cryptosystem which are worth mentioning. Thus the motivation of this work is to provide a systematic approach of how to construct iris-based key binding schemes based on FCSs. In the following section the theoretical basis of constructing iris-based FCSs will be defined.
Construction of Iris-Based FCSs
Building up iris-based FCSs first of all preconditions have to be declared: to create a FCS for the use in a biometric cryptosystem the applied iris recognition algorithm should produce an order invariant bitstream (FCSs cannot handle order variant bitstreams). Furthermore, this bitstream should be as long as the cryptographic key concatenated with error correction bits, where the error correction bits provide the information to correct the estimated number of errors between iris data of the same person. Since ECCs should be able to correct the number of errors occurring between legitimate persons, the next step is to analyze the maximal intra class distance (ICD) of the applied iris recognition algorithm, according to the particular bit block sizes (by analysing ICD of typical and large data sets). Errors between biometric measurements are not distributed uniformly random which implies the usage of block-level ECCs as first layer of error correction is inevitable to handle burst errors. Block level ECCs are codes capable of correcting blocks of bits in which errors occur, while the error correction information is provided by other bit blocks. Experience has shown Reed-Solomon codes are a suitable choice for block-level error correction. Named after I. Reed and G. Solomon, a Reed-Solomon code is defined as RS(l, n) which means that l blocks of of length m are encoded by adding l − n blocks of length m resulting in a total number of n · m bits, where n ≤ 2 m−1 is required. Redundant information is added by oversampling a polynomial constructed from the l information blocks. If less than (n − l)/2 blocks are faulty after transmission the polynomial can be reconstructed which means the l information bit blocks can be reconstructed. Further details about Reed-Solomon codes can be found in [18, 19] .
If the maximal ICD of the applied iris recognition algorithm lies beyond the number of bit blocks, which the applied block-level ECC is capable to correct, another layer of error correction has to be inserted, since simply adding more redundant bit blocks is not possible (the resulting bitstream must have the same size as the extracted iris code). Bit-level ECCs are capable of correcting single bit errors, while the error correction information lies within each codeword. In practical use one type of bit-level ECC has proved worth, namely Hadamard codes. Hadamard codes, which are generated using Hadamard martices, are ECCs of the type [2 n , n + 1, 2 n+1 ], which means bitstreams of length n + 1 are mapped to codewords of length 2 n while the whole code consists of a total number of 2 n+1 codewords. A Hadamard matrix H n of dimension n × n generates a Hadamard code consisting of 2n codewords, each of length n, capable of correcting up to n/4 − 1 errors. Further details about Hadamard codes and Hadamard matrices can be found in [17] . In Fig. 2 the encoding/decoding flow of concatenated error correction is illustrated. It is essential that the block-level ECC and the bit-level ECC operate on the same bit blocks, otherwise one faulty block in the bit level could cause several faulty blocks in the block level during decoding. In the encoding step first a block-level ECC is applied and subsequently a bit-level ECC. Thus, in the decoding step, the bit-level ECC corrects single bit errors and the block-level ECC corrects remaining burst errors. If the the maximal ICD is still too large after bit-level error correction decoding the block-level ECC will not be able to regenerated a hidden key. If this is the case the applied iris recognition algorithm is not adequate to be used in a FCS. Otherwise the parameters of the applied bit-level ECC and the applied block-level ECC have to be adjusted.
In the following section two different iris recognition algorithms will be analyzed and ECCs will be adapted to build up FCSs which are capable of hiding and retrieving cryptographic keys, sufficiently long to be used in generic cryptosystems. 
Proposed Schemes
For the proposed FCSs two different implementations of iris recognition algorithms are applied: The first implementation is based on a algorithm published by Ma et al. which is invariant to translation, scale and rotation. In this approach the iris texture is treated as a kind of transient signal which is processed using wavelet transform. The local sharp variation points, which denote important properties of transient signals, are recorded as features to extract binary iris codes of 1280 bytes. Further details about this algorithm can be found in [5] .
The second implementation is based on a algorithm published by Ko et al. which uses cumulative sum based change analysis to analyze preprocessed iris textures. Enhanced iris textures are divided into cells out of which mean gray scale values are calculated and furthermore, an iris code I ∈ {0, 1, 2} 1000 is extracted, using the suggested parameters for the calculation of cumulative sums. Further details about this algorithm can be found in [6] .
It will be shown the both types of extracted iris codes are sufficiently long to be used in a FCS. For bit-level error correction Hadamard codes are applied and for block-level error correction Reed-Solomon codes are applied.
To choose an adequate bit block size for block-level error correction the maximal ICDs of both algorithms are estimated, according to the respective block sizes, which are summarized in Table 1 In view of the maximal ICDs of both algorithms, according to the block sizes, ECCs are adapted. As mentioned above, for the algorithm of Ma et al. a concatenation of ECCs is applied. It will be shown that a blocksize of m = 8 is a suitable choice. To bind and retrieve a sufficiently long key K, the size of the key is set to |K| = l · m, where l = 16, so that the key consists of 128 bits (note that the key size has to be a multiple of m). Since the entire encoding procedure should produce a bitstream of length 1280 · 8 bits output size of the Reed- Table 1 , the maximal ICD lies far beyond 50% for suitable block sizes. In contrast, for the algorithm of Ko et al. the maximal ICD is clearly below 50% implying the introduction a layer of bit-level error correction is unnecessary.
In the enrollment procedure of the proposed schemes three iris images are preprocessed as described in [4] o ] to get rid of most of the eyelids and eyelashes, according to the idea in [6] . The three extracted iris codes are majority decoded and gaps of 1s and 0s of the resulting bitstream are filled. The entire enrollment procedure is illustrated in Fig. 3 . A cryptographic key is error correction encoded and XORed with the enrollment iris code to create the commitment. At the time of authentication a single iris image is preprocessed, slitted and the according iris recognition algorithm is applied. The resulting iris code is XORed with the stored commitment and error correction decoding is performed. If the error correction decoding succeeds a correct key is returned, which is sufficiently long to be used in a generic cryptosystem.
Experimental Results
For the performance evaluation of the proposed schemes a subset of the CASIAIrisV3-Interval database [20] is used, where for each person at least 8 iris images are available, which makes a total number of about 100 different persons. The first three images of each person were used for the enrollment procedure and the remaining five images were tested against the stored templates. The performance of each proposed schemes is described by its FRR and FAR. In contrast to common recognition systems, in biometric cryptosystems the FRR is the ratio between truly matching samples for which faulty keys are generated and the total number of tests. By analogy, the FAR describes the percentage of truly non-matching samples for which correct keys are returned. In order to avoid returning faulty keys a hash of the constructed key could be tested against a previously stored hash of the correct key.
In Fig. 7 the intra class and the inter class distance of the FCS, which uses the algorithm of Ma et al., is shown, according to the differing bit blocks after Hadamard decoding. While the Hadamard code corrects bit blocks containing less that 25% bit errors, the applied Reed-Solomon code is capable of correcting a total number of (80-16)/2=32 block-level errors resulting in a zero FAR and a FRR of 4.64%. The intra class and the inter class distance according to the differing bit blocks of the FCS, for which the algorithm of Ko et al. is applied is shown in Fig. 6 (compare Fig. 5 for the results without bit rearrangement). The Reed-Solomon code is capable of correcting (250-16)/2=117 block-level errors which results in a of FAR 0.08% and a FRR of 6.57%.
